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In Ireland, as with most other developed countries, the provision of pre-hospital care has improved significantly, particularly over the last two decades. The establishment of regulatory bodies (1-3) to provide governance and oversight for pre-hospital providers has been an important step in improving the level of pre-hospital care.

There are varying models of pre-hospital care ranging from the professional paramedic provision of care through the mix of first aid (4) Basic Life Support (BLS), Immediate care, Advanced Life Support (ALS) and the many associated specialist paramedicine grades. This model of paramedic care is typically associated with established systems of pre-hospital care in countries with recognised professional bodies, with or without the associated regulator including Canada, the USA, New Zealand, South Africa, Australia, the United Kingdom, and Ireland. Depending where you are in the world an ambulance is staffed by varying numbers and differing practitioner qualifications. Discussions on the benefits, or not, of the various types of paramedic /EMS practitioners continues to try to determine which combination of grade provides the most appropriate level of care, ALS (5-7) or BLS (8), or a mixed model of crewing?

Another model of care is the physician-led approach or the ‘Franco-German’ model of EMS. This model is also an effective model of care and is utilised in countries such as Austria and Malta, as well as Germany and France. Studies showing the advantages of having a physician-led pre-hospital response are interesting and show, for example, how the success rate of intubations improve if the difficult airway is managed by an emergency physician (9). Or how a transport helicopter with a physician on-board has an important role to play by allowing admissions to specialised centres (10). There are discussions on the type of specialist required and the required competencies for that physician practicing in the EMS field. Should the physician be an anaesthesiologist as commonly deployed in Nordic countries (11) or a consultant, or other senior grade, in Emergency Medicine? Is there a need for an increased role of the General Practitioner through a type of collaboration between the Emergency Department and General Practice for urgent care collaboration (12) or an increased requirement to move the GP from the practice-based model towards the large scale GP cooperative model? (13)

Another model of care is the nurse-led model described as the ‘new profession in the pre-hospital care field’ (14) in countries such as Sweden, or a mixed model where nurses work with paramedics (15) or in the Netherlands where an ambulance is staffed by a ‘registered ambulance driver’ and a ‘registered nurse’ (16). There are many studies comparing the various models of pre-hospital care from nurse versus physician (17), physician versus paramedic (16, 18) the benefits of having HEMS physicians (19) or the benefit in having HEMS nurses who demonstrate a higher rate of success with intubation compared to paramedics. (20)

Having considered the various alternatives in response type, and without trying to determine which one is best, we should decide firstly which model is required for our particular demographics and region, what are the common type of calls and what are the required competencies of those responding? Consideration should also be given to the proximity of the most appropriate facility, and not necessarily hospital, for the patient to be transferred to, if indeed they need transferred at all.

Internationally there are so many models of pre-hospital care but for example the efficient model of physician-led HEMS utilised in New South Wales, Australia linked to a major trauma centre (21) may not be the model for use in Ireland. Ireland currently has an aeromedical unit provided by the Irish Defence Forces which is clinically staffed by a National Ambulance Service Advanced Paramedic and a Defence Forces EMT. In addition Ireland also has access to four strategically situated Irish Coastguard search-and-rescue helicopters staffed by paramedics. Currently there are discussions regarding the introduction of physician-led HEMS in the south of the country. So in the small island of Ireland we will have six helicopters, from three organisations with three different models of deployment and staffing. This is great...but where’s the evidence and what type of staffing is optimal, efficient, and effective?

Perhaps there are better ways to deploy physicians for pre-hospital care in the absence of developing extended skills for paramedics? For example, if paramedics are unable to replace urinary catheters for the patient with agonising pain at home or in the nursing home and the patient has to be taken out of the comfort of their residence to transfer them to an overcrowded ED, to wait and have the issue resolved, then this is an ideal task for the physician. The call could be appropriately triaged and passed to a physician to respond and perform the required procedure, thus removing the necessity of having to remove the patient at all. Many other examples of non-emergency low-acuity calls exist and physicians could be effectively utilised. Compare the evidence; let’s see how many catheter changes are required compared to the many Rapid Sequence Inductions which are required, genuinely required, pre-hospital?
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There is a role for physicians in pre-hospital care, there is no doubt about that. However the call triage or paramedic decision to call for physician assistance would appear more appropriate than sending physicians to calls where skilled EMTs, paramedics and advanced paramedics can manage the patient within their current scope of practice. In Ireland, paramedics can also call for aeromedical support which allows crews to handover to an advanced paramedic for immediate evacuation and effective advanced care.

As well as the various models of care there is a growing need to develop an international standard of paramedic and all of the associated grades. There are many examples of standards of education and of paramedic competencies (22-26) and guidelines (27-29). The profession has made significant strides over the years but there are many different standards of practitioner with different skills and scope of practice. Perhaps soon, an EMT certified in one country will be automatically recognised internationally. Maybe when someone has a paramedic license from their national regulator it will mean something outside their own country and will be valued in other countries. Imagine one international set of pre-hospital practitioner standards which standardise the various roles, skills, and competencies and provide automatic recognition in every other country. Is this too much to imagine? Perhaps with agreements between national paramedic professional bodies or respective regulatory bodies, we can develop an international acceptable minimal standard for the many levels of pre-hospital care practitioner.

We might then decide the composition of the responding crew, the skills of the responders and practitioners and the inclusion of other professions all tasked to appropriate calls to match their skills and scope of practice with the ultimate focus on effective patient care.
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